
Windows CE 5.0 operating system

128 MB RAM and 256 MB Flash

240 x 320 QVGA, TFT color touch screen and backlight

23-key keypad, includes 5-position joystick

Integrated laser scanner for reading barcodes from 2” 

to 25” away

802.11 b/g connectivity available with DT10RF and 

DT10RF 2D

The Wasp DT10 mobile computer series provides fast and accurate data collecting for inventory accountability, communication tasks, and activity tracking -

where time isn’t on your side.  The lightweight, pocket sized mobile computer offers ease of use without compromising durability.  The DT10 series is built

to withstand multiple 4 foot drops to concrete, and with an IP54 rating, it is ideal for dirty environments and occasional exposure to liquids.

With three hardware options, you can now optimize the DT10 series for your applications needs.  Use the DT10’s integrated laser scan engine with Green

Spot® patented good read technology to efficiently and accurately read 1D barcodes.  Featuring wireless and GSM/GPRS connectivity, the DT10RF and

DT10RF 2D mobile computers allow for real-time transactions for applications on-the-go.

The DT10RF and DT10RF 2D are available with optional GSM voice support and push to talk functionality for enhanced communication with employees,

online resources, and answers to customer questions.  Easily track routes, reroute workers, or direct around traffic with the GPRS feature.

Lightweight, pocket sized design allows for ease of use and 

on-the-go convenience

Increase productivity and efficiency in retail and field force 

automation environments

Accurately scan barcodes using the Green Spot good read 

confirmation laser

Improve employee communication using the optional GSM voice 

support and push to talk functionality

Compatible with Wasp Inventory Control software
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